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Abstract: Machine vision systems are becoming increasingly common onboard agricultural vehicles
(autonomous and non-autonomous) for different tasks. This paper provides guidelines for selecting
machine-vision systems for optimum performance, considering the adverse conditions on these
outdoor environments with high variability on the illumination, irregular terrain conditions or
different plant growth states, among others. In this regard, three main topics have been conveniently
addressed for the best selection: (a) spectral bands (visible and infrared); (b) imaging sensors
and optical systems (including intrinsic parameters) and (c) geometric visual system arrangement
(considering extrinsic parameters and stereovision systems). A general overview, with detailed
description and technical support, is provided for each topic with illustrative examples focused on
specific applications in agriculture, although they could be applied in different contexts other than
agricultural. A case study is provided as a result of research in the RHEA (Robot Fleets for Highly
Effective Agriculture and Forestry Management) project for effective weed control in maize fields
(wide-rows crops), funded by the European Union, where the machine vision system onboard the
autonomous vehicles was the most important part of the full perception system, where machine vision
was the most relevant. Details and results about crop row detection, weed patches identification,
autonomous vehicle guidance and obstacle detection are provided together with a review of methods
and approaches on these topics.
Keywords: machine-vision; spectral bands; imaging sensors; optical systems; geometric arrangement;
3D/2D mapping; crop rows detection; weed control; guidance; obstacle detection
1. Introduction
The incorporation of machine vision systems in agricultural environments is becoming more and
more common, and is undergoing a period of continuous boom and growth, particularly onboard
agricultural vehicles (autonomous and non-autonomous), but not limited to this case. These systems
can be used for different agricultural tasks, including crop (patches, rows) detection, weed identification
for site-specific treatments, monitoring or canopy identification, among others, where precise guidance
is required and the security and surveillance in the area of influence become crucial issues.
With progress, machine vision systems become imperative in autonomous vehicles and very
useful for driver assistance in non-autonomous vehicles, considering that they work under adverse
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outdoor conditions from the point of view of image processing, required for such purposes. A review
of control systems in autonomous vehicles was carried out in [1–3], where four subsystems were
identified: guidance, weed detection, precision actuation and mapping. Imaging sensors were used for
different tasks, including guidance, weed detection or phenotyping analysis. Crop rows detection and
weeds identification are common tasks in precision agriculture where image processing techniques
are used for site-specific treatments [4–16], guidance based on crop lines following [17–20], obstacle
detection for security purposes [21–25] or mapping the environment in olive trees [26], among others.
Recent technological advances have allowed the incorporation of vision systems onboard Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), which can also be considered as agricultural vehicles, demanding priority
attention [27].
Once a vision system is to be installed onboard an agricultural vehicle, either for assistance,
autonomy or specific applications, with the purposes expressed above, several questions are to be
considered, namely: what is the system? What specifications should it have it? Where should we place
it onboard the vehicle? How should it be oriented it towards the 3D scene? Answers to these and other
problematic questions are crucial, and they are to be considered for any engineering design, affecting
the machine vision system and its integration onboard the vehicle. The following main issues are to be
addressed, without forgetting the economic costs:
1. Tradeoff between vision system specifications and performances. Operating spectral ranges
are to be identified, i.e., multispectral, hyperspectral, including visible, infrared, thermal or
ultra-violet. Spectral and spatial sensor’s resolutions are also to be considered including the
intrinsic parameters.
2. Definition of the region of interest and panoramic view. Apart from the spatial resolutions
mentioned above, the optical system plays an important role in acquiring images with sufficient
quality, based on lens aperture. At the same time, lens distortions and aberrations are to be
determined. The field of view, in conjunction with the sensor resolution, must also be determined.
3. Vision system arrangement with specific poses onboard the vehicles (ground or aerial). All issues
concerning this point are related to the vision system location: height above the ground, distance
to the working area or region of interest, rotation angles (roll, yaw and pitch). Extrinsic parameters
are involved.
Thus, regarding the above considerations this paper addresses three main issues concerning the
machine vision systems onboard agricultural vehicles, namely: (a) spectral-band selection; (b) imagers
sensors and optical systems and (c) geometric system pose and arrangement. The main contribution of
this paper involves such issues, which are to be considered before a machine vision system is selected
to be installed onboard an agricultural vehicle for specific tasks in agriculture.
This paper is organized in two parts. The first one comprises three Sections 2–4. Section 2 describes
the spectral band selection. Section 3 is devoted to imaging sensors and optical systems. Section 4
deals with the geometric system pose. Illustrative examples in agricultural contexts are also provided
to clarify the related issues. The second part comprises Section 5, which describes a case study, based
on the RHEA (Robot Fleets for Highly Effective Agriculture and Forestry Management) project [28].
In the corresponding subsections of Section 5 we explicitly indicate the link with Sections 2–4. Finally,
an additional appendix provides the basic concepts for camera system geometry.
2. Spectral-Band Selection
2.1. Visible Spectrum
Most agricultural tasks using machine vision systems require image processing techniques with
the aim of identifying specific spectral signatures. Vegetation indices allow the extraction of spectral
features by combining two or more spectral bands, based on reflectance properties produced by the
vegetation [29,30]. Some of them use only the three visible spectral bands, i.e., Red (R), Green (G)
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and Blue (B), where the goal is to enhance some specific band, accentuating the spectral signatures
(color) of interest. In this regard, if the greenness is the interest, the G band values are to be enhanced,
when soil segmentation is the interest, the R band values should be enhanced, excess green and
excess red are two well-known indices for such purposes [11]. The first one is applied for detecting
green plants, including crop patches and crop rows, weed patches, leaves and other vegetative parts.
The second one is used for other purposes such as soil analysis (organic composition, moisture, etc.).
CCD (Charge Coupled Device) or CMOS (Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor) are two
common technologies used in imaging sensors devices. They are both based on the photoelectric effect
to produce digital intensity values from incident light over specific picture elements (pixels), which are
the smallest units, conveniently arranged in matrices with specified horizontal (H) and vertical (V)
sizes or linearly as an array of pixels. Section three is devoted to sensors.
The greater the intensity of light, the more electrons are produced [31]. Light consists of photons
(discrete particles), but a light source produces photons randomly throughout time. This causes noise
in the perceived intensity of the light and this magnitude is equivalent to the square root of the number
of photons generated by the source of light (Shot Noise) measured in electrons (e−). Ideally, every
photon would be converted in one electron, so that this conversion is governed by physical laws.
Nevertheless, there are factors altering the ideal conversion, which produce what is known as noise,
such as the read-out noise due to electronic operation, camera processing noise or dark current shot
noise, among others, leading to discrepancies between the ideal and real performance. The electrons
generated are stored within each pixel in the Well and the number of electrons that can be stored
is known as Saturation Capacity or Well Depth (measured in e−), so that if the Well receives more
electrons than the saturation capacity no additional electrons are stored. The charge measured in the
Well is called the Signal and the error due to this measurement is known as Temporal Dark Noise
(TDN) or Read Noise (measured in e−). After this, the grey imaging value (Grey Scale) is obtained by
converting the signal value expressed in electrons into pixel values in bits (8, 16 or others) through
Analog to Digital Units (ADUs). The ratio between the analog signal value and the digital grey scale
value is known as Gain (measured in electrons per ADU) which differs from the analog to digital
conversion. Manufacturers provide information about the ratio between the ideal and real situations
measured in terms of Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) in decibels (dB) or equivalently in bits of data,
applying the conversion expression bit = log2(10SNR/20). Typical values of SNR are around 50–60 dB
which can be determined through specific calibration processes. This is a quality measurement of
camera performance between the ratio of noise versus the signal together with Dynamic Range,
this last one also measured in dB or bits. The difference is that Dynamic Range considers only the
TDN, while SNR also includes the root mean square summation of the Shot Noise. There is another
metric known as Absolute Sensitivity Threshold, which is the minimum number of photons required
to obtain a signal equivalent to the noise produced by the sensor. Below this threshold value no
significant signal is produced. Sometimes, light density (photons/µm2) against signal (e−) or SNR are
available and the best sensor is the one with the highest signal/SNR values for the same light densities.
The above is valid for both CCD and CMOS devices.
CCD and CMOS are blind to color, so that when color is to be generated a band-pass filter is placed
in front of each sensor to allow the incidence of light according to the input radiation. Depending
on the type of system, i.e., with a unique CCD or several, different technologies are used. A typical
arrangement in imaging sensors with a unique CCD is the known as Bayer’s filter. Alternating
red-green and blue-green pixels are conveniently placed to obtain RGB (Red, Green, Blue) images,
complementary color’s filters (cyan, magenta, yellow) can also be used to produce CMY images.
Software-based image processing techniques allow the direct/reverse transformation between the two
colors models. In CCD devices, the charge produced on the pixels by the incident light is transferred,
using vertical shift registers, to a node or nodes where the charges are converted to voltage, buffered
and sent out as an analog signal, which is amplified and digitalized by an analog to digital (A/D)
converter through the ADU. In CMOS devices, each pixel contains its own converter from charge to
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voltage, sometimes including amplifiers, noise reducers and electronic digitization. Because of this,
the output uniformity is greater in CCD than in CMOS, giving high image qualities but with higher
noise. In contrast, CMOS technology produces lower levels of noise with faster read-out, and lower
power consumption.
Manufacturers of camera-based sensors (CCD, CMOS) provide for each device a data-sheet
containing information (sometimes graphical) about the sensor sensitivity measured in terms of
absolute Quantum Efficiency (QE) or Relative Response (RR) [31]. QE is the percentage of photons
converted to electrons at a specific wavelength, expressed in percentage. The Signal (as a measure of
the charge, as mentioned above) is computed as the product of LightDensity (LD), expressed as the
number of photons/µm2, the pixel area (pixel size, PS) and QE as follows,
Signal = LD× PS2 ×QE (1)
Figure 1a displays an illustrative generic graph representing a RR against wavelengths for a
RGB sensor. Figure 1b also displays the QE against wavelengths for a three spectral RGB sensor with
response in the near infrared and beyond. If the sensor is monochrome, a typical profile could be the
one represented in Figure 1c, also against wavelengths.
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Figure 1. Generic spectral responses: (a) Relative Response (RR) for a RGB sensor; (b) Quantum
Efficiency (QE) for a RGB sensor; (c) RR for a monochrome sensor.
2.2. Spectral Corrections: Vignetting Effect and White Balance
In agricultural outdoor environme ts the machine vision system works in adverse c ditions
where the natural illumination contain high NIR and UV spectral components (radiati n). Generally,
imagi g sensors are highly sensitive to NIR radiation starti g at 760 nm and to a lesser extent to
UV, below 400 nm. Indeed, based on the spectral responses displayed in Figure 1b, the NIR heavily
contaminates the three spectral channels (R, G and B), mainly the red channel in the range 760–800 nm,
producing images with hot colors. This makes identification of green vegetation unfeasible. To avoid
this undesired effect, cut-off filters are required, such as a Schneider UV/IR 486 [32]. Its operating
curve specifies that wavelengths below 370 nm and above 760 nm are blocked, i.e., both UV and NIR
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radiations. Figure 2a displays just a corrupted image acquired without the UV/IR 486 cutting filter
and Figure 2b equipped with such filter. As mentioned above, without such a filter the contamination
is obvious and the undesired effect is clearly minimized with the filter. These images were acquired
with a CCD-based sensor with the corresponding optical system onboard the tractor dedicated to
maize crops belonging to the fleet of robots in the RHEA project [28]. Details about this system are
provided in section five.
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Despite the blocking filtering, a vignetting effect still remains, requiring correction. As specified
by the manufacturer, the Schneider UV/IR 486 cut-off filter is based on what is known as thin-film
technology containing more than thirty coats on one of its sides and a multi-resistant coating on the
opposite one. The incidence angle of rays in the periphery of the filter is greater than in the center
and they must travel longer distances along the different layers of interference. This effect is more
pronounced the lower is the focal length of the lens, i.e., lenses with wide-angles. These cutting filters,
particularly IR filters, are generally incorporated by the manufacturer on off-the-shelf digital cameras,
because its selection for a specific agricultural application is unnecessary. The vignetting effect causes
important anomalies on the spectral features. Indeed, because of the larger distances travelled by these
rays, the IR wavelengths are filtered with higher intensity in areas far from the image center than in the
central part of the image. By proximity of IR and Red (R) wavelengths in the spectrum, this last one is
also affected with an excess of filtering at the expense of Green (G) and Blue (B) bands introducing
an excess of G with respect to R, expressed with higher greenness at the external parts of the image
and particularly at the corners. Figure 3a displays an image with greenness segmentation by applying
the ExG index [8,11]. It is clear that an excess of green plants are segmented. Two approaches can be
considered to correct this undesired effect. The first consists on the installation of UV/IR cutting filters
just in front of the sensor (CCD, CMOS), with the aim of minimizing the distances traveled by the rays.
As mentioned before, in off-the-shelf digital cameras this filter is built-in at the factory and most of
the time no additional actions are required. In the second approach, when the first fails or it is not
possible, specific spectral bands (R,G and B) corrections are required via software. For each pixel (x,y)
a normalized distance ranging in [0,1] is computed as follows,
d(x, y) =
(x− c)2 + (y− yc)2
(xd − c)2 + (yd − yc)2
(2)
r (xc,yc) and (xd,yd) are the coordinates of the imag ce ter and a c r e poin respectively,
Figure 3b. Thus, the following intensity corrections can be applied,
R′(x, y) = R(x, y) + µRd(x, y); G′(x, y) = G(x, y) + µGd(x, y); B′(x, y) = B(x, y) + µBd(x, y) (3)
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The corrected spectral values R’, G’ and B’ for each pixel location at (x,y) are obtained by adding
to the original spectral values R, G and B (normalized in the range [0,1]) a term which is a function
of the normalized distance d(x,y) and multiplied by the corresponding correction factor µR, µG and
µB ranging in [0,1]. In this example, only R is to be increased but not the green and blue, because the
greenness segmentation is intended. Figure 3c displays the corrected image by applying the following
correction factors µR = 0.3, µG = µB = 0.0; as can be seen, the excess of greenness has been considerably
reduced with the unique emphasis on R.
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Figure 3. Vignetting: (a) effect with emphasis on the external parts; (b) correction mask; (c) corrected image.
The B spectral band is also affected by proximity to the UV band when a cutting UV/IR filter is
used. In this regard, a blue correction could be suitable in order to increase intensity values in the blue
band. Nevertheless, because in agricultural applications the greenness is usually the interest, as in the
above example, the blue correction is unnecessary.
White balance is another option for improving image quality, based on the correction with
reference to known spectral values. Assume we have a reference white panel with nominal spectral
white values R, G, B as (255, 255, 255) or equivalently (1, 1, 1) for normalized values. Considering
a region on the known white reference panel with siz s of 50 × 50 pixels as an example, the average
values RW, GW, BW are com uted for such a region and e whit balance correction is applied as
given by Equation (4). Figure 4 displays in (a) an original image with balance correction in (b). R′G′
B′
 =
 255/RW 0 00 255/GW 0
0 0 255/BW

 RG
B
 (4)
The problem with the application of white balance is that the black area must be correctly located
and free of additional effects, such as projection of shades affecting exclusively to such region but
not to other parts in the image. For example, a shadow from the cabin on the reference panel causes
anomalies on the spectral correction in the rest of the image.
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2.3. Infrared Spectrum
It is well-known in remote sensing applications [33], where green vegetation is to be identified
from sensors onboard airborne or satellite platforms equipped with multi(hyper)-spectral imagery
sensors, that near infrared is a useful band for plant identification and phenotyping because green
vegetation produces high reflectance in the NIR band due to chlorophyll activity and absorption [34,35].
In this regard, according to the agricultural application to be developed, the best approach consists
of determining the matching between the agricultural objects to be detected and the sensor spectral
response. Figure 5a displays typical reflectance spectra profiles at different wavelengths for crop and
soil, which are roughly drawn from the information provided in [34], where the maximum reflectance
is achieved between 700 nm and 1300nm. Thus, considering that NIR corresponds to wavelengths
falling within the 760 to 1400 nm range, the best sensor for capturing crop reflectance should be
the one with the higher response inside this range. There exist sensors based on Indium Gallium
Arsenide (InGaAs) technologies covering different infrared ranges, roughly Short-Wave infrared
(SWIR, ~1400–3000 nm), Mid-Wave infrared (MWIR, ~3000–8000 nm), and Long-Wave infrared (LWIR,
~8000–15,000 nm). Figure 5b displays two responses covering two spectral ranges corresponding to
two respective versions of the Bobcat-640-GigE sensor [36]. This sensor contains a detector based on
InGaAs (Indium/Gallium/Arsenic) as the substrate to build the focal plane array with two readout
integrated circuit (ROIC) modes (Integrate Then Read, ITR and Integrate While Read, IWR) and
noise level of 90 e− and 640 × 512 pixels. Other substrates are also possible for NIR-based devices,
covering different spectral ranges, such as Indium/Antimonide (InSb), Mercury/Cadmium/Tellurium
(HgCdTe) among others with different sensibilities.
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Figure 5. (a) Typical spectral reflectance profiles for crops and soil roughly drawn from the information
provided in [34]; (b) Relative response from two generic sensors covering Near-Infrared (NIR) and
Short-Wave infrared (SWIR) spectral ranges.
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So, if we want to detect crop reflectance below 900 nm the most appropriate sensor is the one
covering the range between 550 to 1700 nm, otherwise, if the crop reflectance is above 900 nm, the sensor
covering the range from 900 to 1700 nm should be acceptable.
Table 1 summarizes different ranges of wavelengths (λ), expressed in nm, and related to the
spectral bands (S) commonly used in agricultural applications, particularly for greenness identification.
They cover Ultra-Violet (UV), Visible with Blue (B), Green (G), Red (R) and Infra-Red (IR) split on
Near-Infrared (NIR), Short, Mid and Long waves.
Table 1. Spectrum (S) and wavelengths λ (nm).
S λ (nm) S λ (nm) S λ (nm) S λ (nm)
UV 1–380 Visible 380–780
Blue 450–500
IR
Near 760–1400
Green 500–600
Short-Wave (SWIR) 1400–3000
Mid-Wave (MWIR) 3000–8000
Red 600–760 Long-Wave (LWIR) 8000–15,000
2.4. Illustrative Examples and Summary
Assume we have a sensor with the spectral specifications displayed in Figure 1a, where the
agricultural application consists in the crop row detection of green plants for guiding purposes in
maize fields, where typical reflectance values are around 560 nm. Wavelengths for green reflectance is
around 500–570 nm, thus the sensor response according to Figure 1a provides a relative red reflectance
r = 0.20 and a relative green reflectance g = 0.80 and the Green Red Vegetation Index (GRVI) [33],
GRVI = (g − r)/(g + r), results in 0.60. Nevertheless, if the reflectance sensor profiles are the ones
provided in Figure 1b, r = 0.02 and a relative green reflectance g = 0.35 and GRVI is 0.89, then the
sensor represented in Figure 1b is more efficient in this kind of situation. The best sensor for greenness
identification, where wavelengths range from 500–570 nm, is the one with a green spectral response
covering this range with tails being the minima out of such a range. In contrast, if the red spectral
response in the range of 500–570 nm is null, the GRVI achieves maximum values. In short, the best
sensor for greenness identification will be the one with high green spectral responses in 500–570 nm and
null for the red ones, i.e., with minimum overlapping between the spectral R and G bands. Regarding
a monochrome sensor with its relative response displayed in Figure 1c, we can see that for 560 nm
its response is close to 1.0, i.e., with a good performance for the intended greenness identification.
Sometimes, during tilling operations, perhaps for automatic guidance [37], the goal is the identification
of spectral responses from the soil. Consider that we are interested in the segmentation of dry clay soils
with reflectance values around 650 nm. According to Figure 1a,b GRVI values are respectively −1.0
and −0.9; again the sensor represented by Figure 1a provides the best performance. Table 2 displays
values for different vegetation indices [8,11] based on r, g and b values for 560 nm according to the RR
and QE spectral responses in Figure 1a,b respectively. The best performances are achieved with the
maximum values marked in bold.
Table 2. Vegetation indices values for RR and QE for a wavelength of 560 nm.
Vegetation Indices RR for 560 nm, Figure 1ar = 0.20; g = 0.80; b = 0.01
QE for 560 nm, Figure 1b
r = 0.02; g = 0.35; b = 0.03
GRVI = (g − r)/(g + r) 0.60 0.89
ExG = 2 g − r − b 1.39 0.65
ExR = 1.4 r – g −0.52 −0.32
ExGR = ExG − ExR 1.91 0.97
CIVE = 0.441r − 0.811 g + 0.385b + 18.78745 18.23 18.52
VEG = gr−ab(a−1) with a = 0.667 which was
defined in [38]
10.85 15.29
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There exist commercial 2CCD (bi-channel) [39] or 3CCD (three-channels) [40] devices capturing
simultaneously visible RGB in raw Bayer or separated together with NIR, respectively. Visible and
NIR spectra are separated by the dichroic coatings of the prism with a separation wavelength of about
760 nm in the 2CCD device and about 600 nm and also 760 nm for the separation of the green, red and
NIR in the 3CCD device.
Sometimes, a band pass NIR filter can provide a solution by placing it in front of the optical
system in the visible imager. In this regard, based on the visible spectral responses displayed in
Figure 1, we must consider that the sensor is still active with sufficient responses for wavelengths
inside the infrared range so that the CCD or CMOS cells are activated with wavelengths crossing the
NIR filter. This was the solution proposed in [41,42] in the context of stereovision systems intended for
autonomous navigation.
Another solution is the one proposed in [35], where the IR cutting filter in the visible camera, if
any, is removed, allowing the input of NIR so that the RGB spectral channels contain an amount of
NIR, i.e., R + NIR, G + NIR and B + NIR. With a filter blocking the blue wavelengths, placed in front of
the lens or immediately in front of the sensor, the blue channel should be exclusively impacted with
NIR exclusively providing the NIR component. Subtracting the blue channel (containing only NIR)
from the other two, R, G and NIR spectral responses are obtained. Nevertheless, because the responses
from all devices are real, and differ from the nominal or ideal, this procedure requires an extra effort in
order to define the best cutting blue filter and also the combination of bands to obtain the required R
and NIR real responses to derive vegetation indices by using R and NIR channels. A calibration and
estimation is carried out in the laboratory with a tunable monochromatic light source spectrometer.
Active sensors are used for phenotyping studies based on Normalized Difference Vegetation
Index (NDVI) and canopy densities [43]. A monochrome CCD camera (5 MPix) is mounted in
a position two meters above the canopy surface inside a box with a LED light panel also inside the box
illuminating the surface to produce nine spectral wavelengths (465, 500, 525, 590, 615, 625, 660, 740
and 850 nm) as the active light source for multispectral images.
Plant phenotyping represent an important challenge in agriculture applications where wavelength
band selection plays an important role for determining some specific parameters such as morphology,
biomass, leaf forms, fruit characteristics, yield estimations, water content, photosynthetic activity
or stress. Different machine vision systems are to be considered because of the advances in
imaging techniques, involving spectroscopy (multi-hyper), thermal infrared, fluorescence imaging,
3D imaging, and recently tomographic imaging (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Imaging, Positron
Emission Tomography, X-ray Computed Tomography) for seeds, roots or transport analysis [44].
Under the above considerations, the specifications and features for a machine vision system in
outdoor applications and particularly for agricultural tasks can be summarized as follows:
1. Broad spectral dynamic range with adjustable parameters to control the amount of charge received
by the sensor, considering the adverse environmental conditions that cause high variability on
the illumination in such outdoor environments. In this regard, specific considerations are to
be assumed depending on the vehicle (ground, aerial) where the machine vision system is to
be installed onboard. Of particular relevance is the effect known as bidirectional reflectance,
which appears in sunny days due to angular variations, which may become critical in aerial
vehicles [45].
2. Ability to produce images with the maximum spectral quality as possible, avoiding or removing
undesired effects such as the vignetting effect.
3. A system robust enough to cope with adverse situations and with responses as deterministic
as possible.
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3. Imaging sensors and Optical Systems Selection
3.1. Imaging Sensors
An important step during the machine-vision selection process is to consider the imaging sensors
and the optical system together. As mentioned before, CCD or CMOS devices consist of pixels
conveniently arranged in matrices with specified horizontal (H) and vertical (V) sizes or linearly
as an array of pixels. The variety of sensors with different H × V sizes or linear sizes is certainly
high, commercially there is a high variety of ranges, from 160 × 120 to 6576 × 4384 or above, UV
and NIR-based systems contain the lower resolutions. The product H × V determines what is called
MegaPixel (MP) in terms of millions of pixels, for example, a device with resolutions of 3376 × 2704
is measured as 9.1 MP. Physically each pixel has its own horizontal (h) and vertical (v) sizes, typical
values range from 3.45 to 7.50 µm. The nominal sensor sizes, horizontal (Sh) and vertical (Sv), can
be computed as Sh = h × H and Sh = v × V; nevertheless, real dimensions are a bit larger in size
because the required alignments and arrangements. In summary, CCD and CMOS chip sizes vary
considerably [46]. Historically, these dimensions come from Vidicon TV cameras with their imaging
tubes projecting the image in a circle with a given diameter. CCD/CMOS chips are designed with
rectangular dimensions with their corresponding diagonal lengths. The following association (type,
diagonal) is established between the type of sensor and its diagonal in length units expressed in mm:
(1/8”, 2.0), (1/6”, 3.0), (1/4”, 4.0), (1/3.6”, 5.0), (1/3.2”, 5.68), (1/3”, 6.0), (1/2.7”, 6.72), (1/2.5”, 7.18),
(1/2.3”, 7.7), (1/2", 8.0), (1/1.8”, 8.93), (1/1.7”, 9.50), (1/1.6”, 10.07), (2/3”, 11.0), (1/1.2”, 13.3), (Super
16 mm, 14.54), (1”, 16.0), (4/3”, 21.6), (Canon APS-C, 26.7), (Pentax Sony Nikon DX, 28.4), (Canon
APS-H, 34.5), (35 mm, 43.3), (Leica S2, 54.0), (Kodak KAF 3900, 61.3), (Leaf AFi 10, 66.57) or (Phase One
P 65+, 67.4). A specific sensor is assigned to the type whose diagonal is at least as large as the one of
the sensor. For example, assume a chip with sizes 11.6× 9.5 mm2, with diagonal of 14.99 mm, it will be
assigned to the type 1”. This will lead to some geometric constraints of particular interest in machine
vision systems in agriculture and particularly for stereovision systems and also when choosing the
optical lenses, as we will see later.
In terms of agricultural applications, the choice of a sensor will be determined by its potential
features. So, if poor illumination conditions are expected, such as the ones carried out at dawn
or dusk the most suitable should be a CMOS technology. CMOS is also appropriate when timing
is critical, for example when the time between image acquisition and actuation is extremely low.
This could be the case during weeds removal by applying herbicide, based on nozzle sprayers, where
the camera is attached to each single nozzle sprayer and weeds are identified for immediate spraying.
Cameras in zenithal positions with respect to the region of interest, CMOS should be suitable as it
provides rapid responses. Nevertheless, in most agricultural applications, involving image processing,
time is critical but not extreme. Moreover, illumination conditions cause problems because of high
variability in days with alternating periods of sun and clouds with rapid and frequent changes. Also,
problems can appear in days with high/low lighting intensity due to sunny/cloudy days in the
outdoor agricultural environments, but these problems are never critical enough to require the use of a
CMOS. Here, CCD-based sensors could be appropriate, conveniently connected to real time processors
under efficient HW/SW architectures [47]. In this regard, Giga Ethernet (GigE, sometimes including
dual ports), Camera Link, USB 2.0, USB3 Vision (USB 3.0) or IEEE 1394a,b (FireWire) are appropriate
interfaces to guarantee sufficient data (images) transmission rates. A description about specific features
and reasons for choosing the right camera bus are given in [48] based on throughput, cable length,
standardized interface, power over cable, CPU usage, I/O synchronization and also effective cost,
where relative rankings are provided for each bus.
Additionally, to deal with the adverse illumination conditions in outdoor agricultural
environments we have still available two resources: exposure time and aperture. They can be controlled
either by the optical system, by applying external control via HW/SW, or based on image processing
or both, to achieve sufficient qualities avoiding images with over/under-exposure [49].
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Exposure time is the time that the sensor is continuously receiving the light until the signal is
produced. The higher the exposure time the greater is the light received by the sensor and vice versa.
The exposure time values depend on several factors, including the type of sensor, such values are
specified by manufacturers, generally varying from 3 µs to 60 s as maximum values in internal control
mode and to ∞ for external control.
A trade-off must be achieved between the exposure time and aperture. The Exposure Value (EV),
Equation (5), has been defined to combine both magnitudes so that different combinations give the
same exposure value.
EV = log2
(
F2/t
)
(5)
where F is the f -number (defined in Section 3.2) and t is the exposure time.
EV is used in professional photography where there exists a broad knowledge about the more
appropriate values for specific scenes, so that by fixing one of them the other can be obtained from
Equation (5), once the EV is determined, based on existing look-up tables. In agricultural outdoor
environments, as far as we know, there are no evidences about such values. In this regard, in optical
systems with manual aperture, i.e., when the f -number must be set before the agriculture task, the
best option is to apply a control via image processing. This is the case in the RHEA project [28] for
weeds and crop row detection, where a Region Of Interest (ROI) was selected (Section 5), which is
the area where specific treatment is to be applied and also the area containing the crop rows used as
reference for guiding the autonomous vehicle. The image brightness on the ROI is processed, based on
histogram image analysis, and the exposure time is conveniently increased or decreased depending on
first order statistical histogram values, such as the mean and standard deviation. An image processing
procedure was designed in [50] to automatically set the exposure time.
Another issue concerning the selection of imaging devices is the capability to capture frames,
measured as frame rates per second (fps). Depending on the sensory technologies and spatial
resolutions, currently fps can vary from 7 to 1300 or above; so that, in general, CMOS-based technologies
allow the sensors to achieve higher fps than CCD-based. In this regard, from the point of view of
agricultural applications, it is required to determine the best fps choice for performance. Common
operation speeds in autonomous ground agricultural vehicles can range from 3 km/h (0.83 m/s) to
8 km/h (2.22 m/s) or higher. This means that the ROI to be processed, once it is mapped on the image
plane, must be defined with sufficient length to guarantee that it can be processed inside the specified
time limits, when the autonomous vehicle moves forward. In this regard, the fps and the tasks allocated
to the imaging processor must be considered, because the processor is probably in charge of other
different processes coming from other sensors [47].
3.2. Optical Systems
The amount of radiance received by the sensor is controlled by the optical system consisting of
the following main features and elements [51]:
1. Set of lenses, which is the main part of the optical system. Manufacturers provide information
about the focal length (f ) and related parameters. Sometimes includes a manual focus setting or
autofocus to achieve images of objects with the appropriate sharpness. Systems with variable
focal length exist, based on motorized equipment with external control. The focal length is
a critical parameter in agricultural applications which is to be considered later for geometric
machine vision system arrangement.
2. Format. Specifying the area of the sensor to be illuminated. This area should be compatible with
the type of imaging sensor, specified above. An optical system that does not illuminate the full
area creates severe image distortions. Figure 6 displays a sensor of type 2/3” and a lens of 1/2”,
i.e., the full sensor area is greater than the area illuminated by the lens.
3. Iris diaphragm automatic or manual. This consists of a structure with movable blades producing
an aperture which controls the area where the light, traveling towards the sensor, passes.
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Manufacturers specify it in terms of a value called the f -stop or f -number, which determines the
ratio of f, to the area of the opening or more specifically the diameter (A) of the aperture area,
i.e., N = f /A. The aperture setting is defined as steps or f -numbers, where each step defines a
reduction by a half of the intensity from the previous stop and consequently a reduction in the
aperture diameter of 2−1/2. Figure 7 displays a lens aperture according to the f -number which is
minimum in (a) with 16 and maximum in (b) with 1.9. Depending on the system, the scale varies,
represented in fractional stops. So, to compute the scaled numbers in steps of N = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
with the scale s, the following sequence is normally used: 20.5(Ns). The scales are defined as full
stop (s = 1), half stop (s = 1/2), third stop (s = 1/3) and so on. The following is an illustrative
example, if s = 1/3 the scaled numbers are: 1, 1.1, 1.3, . . . , 2.5, . . . 16, . . .
4. Holders and interfaces. With the aim of adapting the required accessories, filter holders are specified.
The type of mount (C/F) is also provided by manufactures.
5. Relative illumination and lens distortion. Relative illumination and distortion (barrel and pincushion)
are provided as a function of focal distances.
6. Transmittance (T): Fraction of incident light power transmitted through the optical system.
Typical lens transmittances vary from 60% to 90%. A T-stop is defined as the f -number divided
by the square root of the transmittance for the lens. If T-stop is N the image contains the same
intensity as the ideal lens with transmittance of 100% and with f -number N. Relative spectral
transmittance with respect wavelengths is also usually provided. Special care should be taken to
ensure the proper transmission of the desired wavelengths toward the sensor.
7. Optical filters. Used to attenuate or enhance the intensity of specific spectral bands, they transmit
or reflect specific wavelengths. To achieve the maximum efficiency, their different parameters
should be considered, including central wavelength, bandwidth, blocking range, optical density,
cut on/off wavelength [52]. A common manufacturing technique consists of a deposition of
layers alternating materials with high and low index of refraction. An example of a filter is the
Schneider UV/IR 486 cut-off filter [32].
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The choice of the optical system for agricultural applications is of special relevance in order to
guarantee a correct performance oriented toward the acquisition of images with sufficient quality.
In this regard, the image must be correctly focused (manually or with autofocus) because feature
extraction depends highly on focus. Plants and structures that are out of focus do not provide
appropriate features for discrimination. A compatible format between sensor and lens is mandatory
in order to avoid distortions. An iris diaphragm could be automatic for self-adjusting, although
a manual diaphragm could sometimes be suitable such that it can be controlled for a sufficient amount
of illumination, which together with the exposure time control and image analysis allows the correct
control for acquisition of images with the required quality. Transmittance and optical filters should be
chosen properly to minimize undesired effects, such as vignetting. In agricultural applications the
focal length selection is crucial for defining the most appropriate ROI. The next section is devoted to
this issue.
3.3. Focal Length Selection
An important subject concerning the optical system is the selection of the focal length [53].
Depending on the field of view, the working distance where objects of interest are placed and the
sensor sizes, the focal length requires a convenient selection. As mentioned before, it is well-known
that the main element in the optical systems is the lens with its corresponding focal length, f, where in
a converging lens all incoming rays parallel to the optical axis intersect. Figure 8 displays the basic
elements of a generic converging optical system. H represents the field of view in the scene, h is the
sensor size, D is the working distance and d is the distance from the lens to the image plane, i.e.,
the focus distance where the object appears focused on the image plane.
The Gaussian lens expression and magnification factor (m) are given as follows,
1
f
=
1
D
+
1
d
; m =
h/2
H/2
=
d
D
(6)
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Figure 8. Optical system setup.
By combining both expressions, the following relation can be derived,
f =
hD
h + H
(7)
For example, consider an agricultural machine vision application based on the Kodak KAI 04050
M/C sensor, specified in Section 5.1, with horizontal size 2336 pixels × 5.5 µm/pixel = 1285 mm.
The ROI is 3 m wide or a tree is 3 m height, i.e., H = 3 m and the working distance is D = 5m.
Under these considerations, applying the Equation (7) the required f results in 10.68 mm, which is
a reference for selecting the focal length.
4. Geometric Visual System Attitude
4.1. Initial Considerations
Once the above issues have been considered, the next action, oriented toward the visual system
selection in agricultural applications, is the geometric system arrangement. The main goal in this
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regard consists of determining the vision system pose, particularly onboard autonomous ground
vehicles, where a set of specific 3D extrinsic parameters, involving translation and rotation matrices,
are critical. These parameters combined with the also critical intrinsic parameters (focal length, sensor
dimensions) allow us to determine how the 3D scene in the field is to be projected on the image plane.
This represents an important challenge; particularly during the vision system selection process. Indeed,
there are several tasks with specific requirements. The following is a list of examples:
1. Crop row detection: sometimes a fixed number of crop rows are to be detected for crops and
weeds discrimination for site-specific treatments or precise guiding [5,7,10–16]. Depending on
the number of crop rows to be detected or to follow during guidance, the vision system must be
conveniently designed such that the required number of rows, considering the inter crop row
spaces, can be imaged with sufficient image resolutions.
2. Plants leaves, weed patches, fruits, diseases: different applications have been developed based on
sizes of structures. In [54] morphology of leaves is used for weed and crop discrimination based
on features by applying neural networks. Apples are identified and counted on their context on
the trees in [55]. Fungal or powdery mildew diseases are identified in [56,57]. The machine vision
must provide sufficient information and the structures (leaves, patches fruits) must be imaged
with sufficient sizes and dimensions to obtain discriminant features for the required classification
or identification. In this regard, small mapped areas could be insufficient for such a purpose.
3. Tracking stubble lines: machine vision systems for tracking accumulations of straw for automatic
baling in cereal has been addressed in [58], where a specific width is required to guide the tractor
dragging the baling machine.
4. Spatial variations: plant height, fruit yield, and topographic features (slope and elevation) have
been studied in [59], where specific machine vision system arrangements are studied.
5. 3D structure and guidance: stereovision systems are intended for 3D structure determination and
guidance [20,21]. Multispectral analysis is carried improving the informative interpretation of
crop/field status with respect to the 2D image plane. The panoramic 3D structure obtained
must contain sufficient resolution for such interpretation and also provide a map where the
autonomous ground vehicle applies path planning and obstacle avoidance for safe navigation.
A variable field of view setup has been experimented for guidance in [22]. An adapted NDVI was
used in [60] for distinguishing soil and plants trough a camera-based system for precise guidance
in small vehicles.
4.2. System Geometry
The above are illustrative examples where the correct definition of intrinsic and extrinsic
parameters will determine the machine vision effectiveness. The process to select a machine vision
system, assuming image perspective projection, consists of the following steps:
1. Fix the position of the machine vision Cartesian system onboard the vehicle.
2. Take as reference the central point of the sensor o, i.e., the point where the two diagonals in the
image plane intersect. This point will be the origin of the secondary coordinate system oxyz, with
axes (x,y,z).
3. Fix the origin O and associated Cartesian axes (X,Y,Z) of the primary world coordinate system
OXYZ. This is an imaginary system where the 3D points in the scene are to be referenced.
Its positioning must be conveniently set as to facilitate the agricultural tasks.
Given a point W(X,Y,Z) with its corresponding spatial coordinates, the goal is to define the
mapping of this point onto the image plane to obtain its coordinates (x,y) with respect to the system oxyz,
either expressed as length or pixels units. Under the image perspective projection, the problem becomes
a transformation between two 3D Cartesian coordinate systems, namely OXYZ and oxyz. To do that
the following steps are required, where at each step an elemental homogenous transformation matrix
is applied as follows [61]:
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1. Initially the systems OXYZ and oxyz are both coincident, including their origins.
2. Move the origin of oxyz to a new spatial position located atW0(X0,Y0,Z0), which is the point chosen
to place the central point of the image plane, i.e., the origin of the oxyz system. This operation is
carried out by applying a translation operation through the matrix G.
3. Rotate the axes x, y and z with angles α, β and θ respectively. These rotations produce the
corresponding elementary movements to place the image plane oriented toward the 3D scene
(ROI) to be analyzed. These operations are carried out by applying the following respective
operations Rα, Rβ and Rθ .
4. Once the image plane is oriented toward the scene, the point W(X,Y,Z) is to be mapped onto the
image plane to form its corresponding image. This is based on the image perspective projection
by applying the perspective transformation matrix P.
The point W(X,Y,Z) is mapped onto the image coordinates x and y through the following
composition of elementary matrices in homogenous coordinates as defined in Appendix A.
x
y
z
k
 = PRθRβRαG

X
Y
Z
1
 (8)
The sizes of the sensor are measured in length units as expressed above as Sh and Sv, thus
considering the origin of the oxyz reference system placed at the central point of the sensor device, the
endpoints of the sensor are located at (−Sh/2, + Sh/2) and (−Sv/2, + Sv/2) for axes x and y respectively.
The coordinates x and y are also expressed in length units with values in the following ranges: i.e.,
−Sh/2 ≤ x ≤ +Sh/2 and –Sv/2 ≤ y ≤ +Sv/2. Thus, to express x and y in pixel coordinates, xp and yp
respectively the following transformation is applied,
xp =
(Sh/2 + x) H
Sh
yp =
(Sv/2 + y)V
Sv
(9)
Given a vision system setup, we can determine the imaging mapping of pixels in the 3D
agricultural scenario allowing efficient analysis focused on secure specific operations. The following is
a list of issues that can be established under the vision system setup for its correct selection:
1. Mapping of specific areas: to determine the number of pixels in the image, which allows us
to determine if the imaged area is sufficient for posterior image processing analysis, such
as morphological operations where the areas are sometimes eroded. For example, it is very
important to determine if such areas can provide discriminatory information based on shape
descriptors for dicotyledons against monocotyledons or other different species. Maximum and
minimum weed patches dimensions should be also of interest [6,7,10–14,16,62].
2. Crop lines in wide row crops: determination of the maximum number of crop lines that can be
fully seen widthwise. Maximum resolution that can be seen along with discriminant capabilities.
Separation between crop lines to decide if weed patches can be distinguished or they could
appear overlapped with the crop lines. Crop lines width and coverage [6,7,10].
3. Fruits: sizes of fruits for robust identification [63], where the imaged dimensions determine
specific shapes based on sufficient fruit’s areas.
4. Canopy: where plant’s heights or other dimensions can be used as the basis for different
applications, such as for plant counting to determine the number of plants of small young
peach trees in a seedling nursery [64].
Illustrative examples are provided in section five in the context of the RHEA project [28], where
the goal is to determine the best camera system arrangement for crop rows detection.
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The machine visual system geometry represents an important issue to be considered in machine
vision systems for agriculture:
1. The loss of the third dimension when the 3D scene is mapped onto 2D requires additional
considerations in order to guarantee imaged working areas (ROIs) with sufficient resolutions
and qualities.
2. Camera system arrangements onboard agricultural vehicles, together with the definition of the
sensor’s resolutions and optical systems, are to be considered.
3. It is appropriate simulation studies to determine the best resolutions, based on geometric
transformations from 3D to 2D.
4.3. Stereovision Systems
Stereovision systems, based on conventional lenses, are specifically dedicated to build 3D maps for
different purposes in agriculture [65], including vehicles navigation, operator-assisted and autonomous
systems [41], precision agriculture [42], recognition of fruits [66] or for obstacle avoidance for safety
purposes [67]. Following the Barnard and Fishler [68] terminology, the problem of stereovision consists
of the following steps: image acquisition, camera modeling, image matching and depth determination.
The key step is the image matching, that is, the process of identifying the corresponding points in
3D scene. A set of constraints are generally applied for solving the matching problem, as explained
in [68–70]: epipolar, similarity, uniqueness or smoothness.
Epipolar: derived from the system geometry, given a pixel in one image its correspondence in the
other image will be on the unique line where the 3D spatial points belonging to a special line (epipolar)
are imaged. Similarity: matched pixels have similar attributes or properties. Uniqueness: a pixel in
the left image must be matched to a unique pixel in the right one, except for occlusions. Smoothness:
disparity values in a given neighborhood change smoothly, except at a few discontinuities belonging
to the edges, such as borders on trunks or obstacles.
Consider two image planes, IL and IR associated to two stereo-cameras with parallel optical axes
and projection centers OL and OR respectively and separated a baseline B, Figure 10a. The world
coordinates system is defined by OXYZ, with the effective focal length, f, which is assumed to be identical
in both optical systems. Let P(X,Y,Z) a 3D point expressed in OXYZ, which is projected onto the images
planes on PL(XL, YL, ZL) and PR(XR, YR, ZR) with respect the image coordinates systems OLXLYLZL
and ORXRYRZR. The projected rays POL and POR define the epipolar plane, whose intersections with
image planes define the epipolar line. Given the projected point PL in the left image, its corresponding
point PR in the right image lies on the epipolar line, which defines the epipolar constraint for stereo
matching. The difference d = XL − XD is known as disparity. By applying triangulation and the similar
triangles principle, once d is known by applying stereo correspondence, the depth, Z, for the point P
can be established and hence the 3D determination. Figure 10b and Equation (10) display the similar
triangles and the depth derivation.
OL :
B
2 +X
Z =
XL
f
OR : −
B
2−X
Z =
XR
f
⇒ XL =
f
Z
(
X + B2
)
XR =
f
Z
(
X− B2
) ⇒ d = XL − XR = f BZ ⇒ Z = f Bd (10)
Once both f and B parameters have been fixed, the main issue is the computation of the
disparity for each pixel or for specific features (edges, regions, interest points), this is known as
the correspondence problem, which has been addressed broadly, although in different robotics
contexts [71], but equally valid in agricultural settings.
In this regard, consider the following example, where we want to design a stereovision
system with the following specifications and requirements: baseline 10 cm, the spatial coverage
in the X direction should be at least 30 m for a distance Z of 60 m, and f of 10 mm.
From Equation (10) we can obtain: XL = 10mm60×103mm
(
30× 103mm + 100mm2
)
≈ 5.01mm and XR =
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10mm
60×103mm
(
30× 103mm− 100mm2
)
≈ 4.99mm, i.e., as an example, the CCD Kodak KAI 04050 M/C
sensor, described in section five, with image resolutions of 2336 × 1752 pixels and 5.5 × 5.5 µm
pixel-sizes suffices for this purpose. Indeed, XL/5.5 and XR/5.5 result in 910.61 pixels, falling inside
the image resolutions.
Precision in stereovision systems in agricultural applications becomes an important issue, because
sometimes the ratio between 3D parameters and measurement errors becomes very significant. Indeed,
assume the goal is to determine plant heights with few centimeters, if the systematic error introduced by
the stereovision system is also of centimeters, the results could be dramatic and the system performance
will be limited. This issue has been conveniently addressed in [72] under different system settings.
Part of these limitations arises from the arrangement of the cells in the CCD/CMOS sensor device [73].
Assume the device contains n pixels (elements) along the horizontal X direction defined by its width p,
Figure 9a, we can thus deduce the following relationship expressed in Equation (11),
tgβ =
np
2 f
≈ β(radians); for very small angles : p
f
=
2β
n
(11)
where β determines the Field of View (FOV) angle.
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From the geometric relations in Figure 9b the following equations can be derived,
tgγ =
Z + ∆Z
B/2
; tgα =
Z
B/2
(12)
Z + ∆Z = B2 tgγ
∆Z = B2 tgγ− Z = 12 Btg(α+ θ)− Z = B2 tg
(
tg−1
(
2Z
B
)
+ θ
)
− Z (13)
where ∆Z determines the accuracy in terms of the distance Z and the baseline. The Equation (13) can
be expressed as a function of Z per baseline units as follows,
∆Z
B
=
1
2
tg
(
tg−1
(
2Z
B
)
+ θ
)
− Z
B
(14)
As an illustrative example, let a stereovision system with baseline B = 30 cm and f = 10 mm
where each pixel is 5 µm as defined by the manufacturer. According to Equation (14) we need to
know θ, which can be inferred from Figure 9, under the following assumption θ ≈ tg−1 (p/ f ) ≈
tg−1
(
5× 10−3mm/10mm) ≈ 5× 10−4rad. Once obtained, the inaccuracy for a distance of 4m can
be derived from Equation (13), as: ∆Z = 30cm2 tg
(
tg−1
( 800cm
30cm
)
+ 5× 10−4rad)− 400cm ≈ 5.4cm, this
means that the system must be validated with this inaccuracy to be considered as feasible or unfeasible.
5. A Case Study: Machine Vision Onboard an Autonomous Vehicle in the RHEA Project
The RHEA project [28] was envisaged for precision agricultural tasks in maize (Zea mays L.),
wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) and olive trees (Olea europaea L.), and the experiments were performed
over four years with a final demo (May, 2014) in two fields located in Arganda del Rey, Madrid, Spain,
(40◦ 18′ 50.241”,−3◦ 29′ 4.653” for wheat and 40◦ 18′ 57.924”,−3◦ 29′ 3.7134” for maize and olive trees).
A fleet of autonomous vehicles (ground and aerial) equipped with different sensors, all including
a machine vision system, were the innovative elements used for such purpose. This case of study
is focused on the machine vision system, installed onboard an autonomous ground vehicle based
on a commercial tractor chassis, Figure 11a, used for weed detection and its removal in maize fields
(wide row-crops). Weed detection is based on crop rows detection with respect the ground vehicle
that allows the location of weed patches, at the same time it acts as an aid for guiding the vehicle.
This study describes the full machine vision system onboard a tractor, considered as a whole, oriented
toward a specific agricultural application. The full system contains a specific description related to the
main issues addressed in the first part on this paper, i.e., spectral-band selection (Section 2), imaging
sensors and optical systems (Section 3) and geometry (Section 4). This is explicitly stated.
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5.1. Machine Vision System Specifications
The main components in the machine vision system were a camera-based with its optical system
and an IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit), both embedded into a housing system with a fan controlled
by a thermostat for cooling purposes, assuming that some agricultural tasks are conducted under
high working temperatures, above 50 ◦C, Figure 11b. The housing system is IP65 protected to work
in harsh environments (exposure to dust, drops of liquid from sprayers, etc.). The goal was to apply
specific treatments in the ROI in front of the vehicle, which was a rectangular area 3 m wide and
2 m long, Figure 11a. It covers four crop rows in the field, as specified in RHEA. This area starts at
3 m (Section 5.2) with respect to a virtual vertical axis traversing the center of the image plane in the
camera, i.e., where the scene is imaged, Figure 12.
The IMU, of LORD MicroStrain® Sensing Systems (Williston, VT, USA) is a 3DM-GX3®-35
high-performance model miniature Attitude Heading Reference System (AHRS) with GPS [74].
It is connected via RS232 to the processor and provides information about pitch and roll angles.
These angles were used as aid for estimating the crop rows in the image, based on the geometric
imaging projections from 3D to 2D, as described in Section 5.2.
Specific considerations about spectral-band selection (Section 2), imaging sensors and optical
systems specifications (Section 3) are provided below. The camera-based sensor, Figure 13a, is the
SVS4050CFLGEA model from SVS-VISTEK [75] and is built with the CCD Kodak KAI 04050M/C
sensor with a GR Bayer color filter; its resolution is 2336 × 1752 (H × V) pixels with a 5.5 by 5.5 µm
pixel size. The manufacturer provides a data sheet for this device, with additional specifications,
namely: frame rate (16.8 fps), sensor size (h × v =12.85 × 964 mm), type sensor format (1”), optical
diagonal (1606 mm), minimum/maximum exposure times (6 µs/60 s or ∞ external), Red/Green/Blue
gains modes (manual and auto), SNR (58 db/9 bit), internal memory (64 MB), manual/automatic white
balance, lens mount (C-Mount), information about the operating temperature. The RR covers typical
ranges in the visible spectrum, see Figure 1a as reference, starting at 300 nm with tails above 760 nm,
i.e., receiving the impact of UV/IR radiations. The camera is Gigabit Ethernet compliant connected to
the main processor. This processor consists of a CompactRIO-9082 [76], with a 1.33 GHz dual-core Intel
Core i7 processor, including an LX150 FPGA with a Real-Time Operating System. LabVIEW Real-Time,
release 2011, from National Instruments [77], was used as the development environment. On average,
each image was processed on 400 ms.
The optical system, Figure 13a,b, consists of a lens with focal length of 10 mm, f-number varying
from 1.9 to 16 covering maximum and minimum aperture respectively, format of 1” (as required by
the sensor format) and transmittance of 86%; it is equipped with an external UV/IR 486 filter with
cutting wavelengths below 370 nm and above 760 nm, as described in Section 2.2.
In RHEA the f-number was fixed to 8 (intermediate value) and the exposure time was controlled
by applying the procedure described in [50], which was based on the histogram analysis of the ROI.
Vignetting correction was applied, as described in Section 2.2. No white balance was used because
of the problems with shadows mapped onto the reference panel, described in Section 2.2. The frame
rate was fixed to 3 fps, which was sufficient. Indeed, the maximum speed of the vehicle during the
working operation was fixed to 6 Km/h, so that the vehicle requires 1.8 s to travel the 3 m length of the
ROI, i.e., we had available about 5 frames, allowing us to discard possible failed images.
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Figure 13. Charge Coupled Device (CCD) sensor, lens and UV/IR cut filter: (a) assembled; (b) separated.
5.2. 3D Mapping onto 2D Imaging
Figure 13 displays the camera system geometry, based on the considerations addressed in Section 4.
OXYZ is the reference frame located in the ground with its axes oriented as displayed; h is the height
from O to the origin o of the reference frame oxyz attached to the camera; roll (θ), pitch (α), and yaw (β)
define the three degrees of freedom of the image plane with respect to the referential system; d is the
distance from the beginning of the ROI to the X axis.
As an illustrative example for defining the vision system geometry, consider the camera-based
sensor and optical system specified in Section 5.1. based on the geometric scheme described in the
Appendix A. The ROI is imaged onto the image plane as displayed in Figure 14a. Six crop rows are
specified (wh ch is a number different from the four crop r ws in RHEA) separated fr m each other
0.75 m; eight horizontal strips are considered with a separation of 50 cm. The ROI is placed on the
ground with 4.5 × 4 m2 (wide and long), placed 3 m ahead of the tractor with reference to t origin of
the world coordinate syste OXYZ, i.e., with XYZ coordinates (0,0,3) m, respectively. The extrinsic
camera parameters are: (X0,Y0,Z0) ≡ (0,2,0) m and (α,β,θ) ≡ (20◦,0◦,0◦). Figure 14b displays the same
ROI imaged with the same arrangement but with a different θ, i.e., (α,β,θ) ≡ (20◦,0◦,+5◦). As we can
see the image becomes distorted in the second case. The asterisk displayed in both images is the
mapping of a reference point with coordinates (X,Y,Z) ≡ (0,1,1) m.
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processing such as morphological operations. For example, if binary morphological erosion is applied 
over the above areas with a 3 × 3 structuring element these areas are reduced to 8464/72 pixels 
representing reduction rates of 4.2%/34.5%. This means that the best arrangement is the first one as 
the largest area allows for better subsequent discrimination based on area analysis. Designers can use 
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sensor with two different settings at (X0,Y0,Z0) ≡ (0,2,0) m: (a) with (α,β,θ) ≡ (20◦,0◦,0◦); (b) with
(α,β,θ) ≡ (20◦,0◦,+5◦).
Assume the same sensor SVS4050CFLGEA placed at (X0,Y0,Z0) ≡ (0,2,0) m, given a simulated
patch with size 20 × 20 cm2 placed onto the ROI described above at different distances from the center
O in the world coordinate system OXYZ. The imaged areas of this patch are measured in pixels and
displayed in Table 3 as a function of the distances from the center, i.e., with Z values of 3, 4, 5 and
6 m, Y = 0 and X = ±10 cm; with two α values (15◦ and 20◦), β and θ both fixed to 0◦ and also for the
following four focal lengths (3.5, 8.0, 10.0, 12.0) mm.
Table 3. Imaged areas in pixels for a patch of 20 × 20 cm2 at different distances form the origin in the
coordinates of the world system, α angles and focal lengths.
Distances from O (m) α◦ f (mm) Area (pixels) Distances from O (m) α◦ f (mm) Area (Pixels)
3
15
3.5 756
5
3.5 212
8.0 3901 8. 1070
10.0 6136 10.0 1675
12.0 8840 12.0 2415
20
3.5 710 3.5 188
8.0 3645 8.0 1007
10.0 5684 10.0 1596
12.0 8296 12.0 2320
4
15
3.5 371
6
3.5 120
8.0 1900 8.0 637
10.0 2934 10.0 1026
12.0 4312 12.0 1428
20
3.5 342 3.5 110
8.0 1806 8.0 620
10.0 2818 10.0 998
12.0 4128 12.0 1388
We can see that the maximum/minimum areas are 8840/110 pixels, which corresponds
respectively to imaged patches of 94 × 94 and 11 × 10 pixels2 for the same patch on the 3D ROI.
This allows the evaluation of the vision system configuration in order to discriminate shapes or for
posterior processing such as morphological operations. For example, if binary morphological erosion
is applied over the above areas with a 3 × 3 structuring element these areas are reduced to 8464/72
pixels representing reduction rates of 4.2%/34.5%. This means that the best arrangement is the first
one as the largest area allows for better subsequent discrimination based on area analysis. Designers
can use the vision system geometry for different simulations. However, in addition, the following
robot simulators could be used for previous analysis on agricultural environments [78,79].
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5.3. Crop Rows Detection and Weed Coverage
Three methods were tested in RHEA for crop rows detection [5,10,80], the vignetting effect,
produced by the use of the Schneider UV/IR 486 cut-off filter, was compensated based on the approach
proposed on subsection (2.2). No white balance was required because this action was replaced by
histogram analysis on the ROI, as explained in the above references. Alignments of row pixels
were identified in [5] along specific directions defining the crop rows. Maximum accumulations
corresponding to the number of expected crop rows define the crop rows. This approach, inspired by
the human visual perception, is a simplification of the Hough transform [16]. Linear regression was
applied in [10,80], where greenness was identified based on the computation of vegetation indices [11]
followed by automatic thresholding. The IMU provides pitch and roll angles, which together with the
remainder intrinsic/extrinsic parameters and Equation (8) the expected crop rows are drawn on the
image, and then linear regression (least squares and Theil-Sen respectively) was applied for adjusting
the expected crop rows to the real ones on each image.
More than 3000 images were analyzed belonging basically to three groups according to the growth
stage of the crop: Low (5 cm), Medium (15 cm), High (30 cm). The images were acquired over different
days under different illumination conditions, i.e., cloudy, sunny days, and days with high light
variability. With the set of images analyzed and considering the maize crops at the above-mentioned
three growth stages (low, medium, high), the averaged percentage of successes displayed in Table 4
were obtained.
Table 4. Percentage of success for crop lines detection for three (low, medium, high) maize growth stages.
Crop Lines Detection
Maize growth stage Low Medium High
% of success 95 93 90
For each image, a density matrix of weeds associated with each ROI was computed. This matrix
contains low, medium, and high density values. Figure 15 illustrates two consecutive images along
a sub-path. They contain three types of lines defining the cells required for computing the density
matrix as follows:
1. Once the crop lines are identified, they are confined to the ROI in the image (yellow lines).
2. To the left and right of each crop line, parallel lines are drawn (red). They divide the inter-crop
space into two parts.
3. Horizontal lines (in blue) are spaced conveniently in pixels so that each line corresponds to
a distance of 0.25 m from the base line of the spatial ROI in the scene.
4. The above lines define 8 × 8 trapezoidal cells, each trapezoid with its corresponding area Aij
expressed in pixels. For each cell, the number of pixels identified as green pixels was computed,
Gij, (drawn as cyan pixels in the image). Pixels close to the crop rows were excluded, with a margin
of tolerance which represents 10% of the width of the cell along horizontal displacements. This is
because this margin contains mainly crop plants but not weeds. The weed coverage for each cell
is finally computed as dij = Aij/Gij, expressed in percentage. The different dij values compose the
elements of the density matrix.
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Fro a set of 500 images, obtained during the test campaigns mentioned above and also with the
different growth stages, the weed coverage was classified according to three levels (Low, less than 33%,
Medium, between 33% and 66%, and High, greater than 66%), associated to the Liquefied Petroleum
Gas pressure levels of the physical weed controller used for weed removal in RHEA. These percentages
are checked against the criterion of an expert, who determined the correct classification. The results
are summarized in Table 5.
Table 5. Percentage of s ccess f , ediu , high) maize growth stages.
Maize Growth Stage
Weed densities Low Medium High
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As before, the worst value corresponds to maize fields with a high growth stage, which is
consistent with the real situation because of the reasons expressed above. Part of the inaccuracy comes
from the incorrect crop lines detection.
5.4. Guidance
Nowadays, GPS systems are commonly used, being a well-known approach for autonomous
guidance. However, in RHEA, tractor’s guidance was achieved by combining GPS and machine
vision systems.
In RHEA a Mission Manager software-based was developed for handling the multi-robot system.
It is responsible for generating global trajectories determining the path planning [81], which are
previously established for each vehicle before the mission starts [82]. Regarding the global path
following planned for the tractor, parallel routes that move alternately from one extreme of the field to
the other are planned, following the crop row direction and turning in the headlands (the outer areas
of the field). At the first stage, the GPS was used to provide information to the tractor to place it at the
beginning of the crop rows, points belonging to the plan, as aligned as possible.
Once the tractor is placed and aligned, the tractor starts moving along the crop rows following
the planned path by using GPS information. Specifically, a RTK-GPS (Real Time Kinematics-Global
Positioning System) sensory system was used consisting of two GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite
Systems) rover antennas, one for XYZ positioning and the other for heading calculations [47,81], where
the correction signal is produced locally generated with a reference (local) base station, providing
localization errors of below ±2 cm. Precise guidance was applied for controlling deviations from the
planned path, based on the machine-vision system.
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The system determines the diagonal (D) line equidistant to the two central crop rows detected
in the image. Considering the bottom line in the image defining the ROI, two principal points are
identified. The first is exactly the central point (Pc) in the horizontal row crossing the full image and
overlapped with the bottom line in the ROI. The second (Pi) is the intersection point between D and
the same bottom line in the ROI.
The difference between the x-horizontal coordinates of Pi and Pc determines the deviation with
respect the correct trajectory. This difference (positive, negative or null) transformed from image pixels
to length measurements was used for trajectory correction.
When Pi and Pc match, no correction was required; otherwise, the appropriate correction with
respect the planned path (line-of-sight) was applied. In order to assume incorrect information provided
by the machine vision system because of failures during the crop row detection, lower and upper
limits were established considering that deviations greater than ±3 cm are ignored and that the path
following continues with the GPS following the line-of-sight. The limit of ±3 cm represents the 8%
with respect the half of the distance of 75 cm existing between adjacent crop rows.
Figure 16a,b display two consecutive images acquired during the execution of a straight trajectory
from the line-of-sight with their processed images and crop rows detected in the ROI (weeds are also
identified around the crop lines). The tractor in 16a undergoes a slight deviation from the correct
trajectory. Indeed, the upper right corner in the box, belonging to the tractor, is very close to the
rightmost crop row and that this box is misaligned with respect to the four crop lines detected in the
image displayed in 16c. This misalignment is corrected and can be observed in Figure 16b where the
box is better centered relative to the central crop rows, Figure 15d. This situation was very common on
rough maize fields because they contain abundant irregularities.
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Figure 16. Alignment of the vehicle along the crop rows. Images adapted and taken from [47]: (a) 
original image with deviation; (b) original image after correction; (c) misalignment of the tractor with 
respect the crop rows; (d) misalignment corrected.  
For testing purposes, a set of 400 images were randomly selected. Corrections ordered by the 
machine vision system were checked. After each correction, the position of the vehicle with respect 
the crop rows in the next image was verified. A correction has been demanded for 30% of the images 
(120 images). From these, the tractor was correctly positioned on 89% of the subsequent images. For 
the remaining images, the correction was erroneously demanded. In these cases, the following path 
was exclusively based on GPS for guidance. Figure 17 illustrates the comparison between the use of 
the information provided by the machine vision system and the use of the information provided 
Figure 16. Alignment of the vehicle along the crop rows. Images adapted and taken from [47]:
(a) original image with deviation; (b) original image after correction; (c) misalignment of the tractor
with respect the crop rows; (d) misalignment corrected.
For testing purposes, a set of 400 images were randomly selected. Corrections ordered by the
machine vision system were checked. After each correction, the position of the vehicle with respect
J. Imaging 2016, 2, 34 25 of 31
the crop rows in the next image was verified. A correction has been demanded for 30% of the images
(120 images). From these, the tractor was correctly positioned on 89% of the subsequent images.
For the remaining images, the correction was erroneously demanded. In these cases, the following
path was exclusively based on GPS for guidance. Figure 17 illustrates the comparison between the use
of the information provided by the machine vision system and the use of the information provided
exclusively by the GPS for crossing the maize field, where it is noteworthy that the row detection
system slightly improves the row following, taking into account that the theoretical path to be followed
using only the GPS system corresponds to the center of the row by which the two results are compared.
It is worth noting that the crop rows at the end of the experimental field were slightly damaged (the last
10 m), due to the large number of tests performed, and in this area, the vision system for row detection
produced a large number of errors.
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5.5. Security: Obstacle Detection 
Spatial and temporal analyses were applied in video sequences in obstacle detection for safety 
purposes in [25]. The spatial analysis is based on the b* channel in the CIELAB color space where 
most objects can be distinguished from the main structures (plants and soil). When objects contain 
high red and/or white components L* and a* channels were used. Texture information for each pixel 
is also computed, based on differences between maximum and minimum gray level values in a 
neighborhood environment around the pixel. Binary images were obtained at each step and 
combined with the logical and binary operation to obtain a final binary image containing potential 
objects in the environment. The temporal analysis is based on the difference between two consecutive 
frames where significant differences are obtained where objects appear and a new binary image is 
computed. The matching of the binary image obtained based on spatial analysis was compared to the 
one obtained for temporal differentiation. A comparison is established between the two binary 
images to verify/discard binary matches, which determine the presence of objects. Figure 18 displays 
illustrative examples with three persons and a vehicle coming from the front containing dangerous 
situations on the working agricultural scenario. New trends and methods are currently being tested 
based on deep learning approaches [67] following the ISO/DIS 18497 which is a standard for safety 
of highly automated agricultural machines, including tractors.  
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5.5. Security: Obstacle Detection
Spatial and temporal analyses were applied in video sequences in obstacle detection for safety
purposes in [25]. The spatial analysis is based on the b* channel in the CIELAB color space where most
objects can be distinguished from the main structures (plants and soil). When objects contain high red
and/or white components L* and a* channels were used. Texture information for each pixel is also
computed, based on differences between maximum and minimum gray level values in a neighborhood
environment around the pixel. Binary images were obtained at each step and combined with the logical
and binary operation to obtain a final binary image containing potential objects in the environment.
The temporal analysis is based on the difference between two consecutive frames where significant
differences are obtained where objects appear and a new binary image is computed. The matching of
the binary image obtained based on spatial analysis was compared to the one obtained for temporal
differentiation. A comparison is established between the two binary images to verify/discard binary
matches, which determine the presence of objects. Figure 18 displays illustrative examples with
three persons and a vehicle coming from the front containing dangerous situations on the working
agricultural scenario. New trends and methods are currently being tested based on deep learning
approaches [67] following the ISO/DIS 18497 which is a standard for safety of highly automated
agricultural machines, including tractors.
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6. Conclusions 
Machine vision is a relevant system in agricultural vehicles (autonomous and non-autonomous) 
for different tasks, including UAVs. An appropriate choice of such systems is an additional guarantee 
the successful performance of tasks in outdoor environments. In this regard, this paper has addressed 
the following three main topics for a correct selection in agricultural environments: (a) spectral band 
for identifying significant elements (plants, soil, objects); (b) imaging sensors and optical systems for 
mapping the scene onto images with sufficient quality and (c) geometric system pose and 
arrangement for mapping specific areas. A general overview, with detailed description and technical 
support, has been provided for each topic with illustrative examples focused on specific applications 
in agriculture. This represents a set of guidelines with sufficient details and descriptions, so that 
future engineers have sufficient basis for designing machine vision systems in agricultural 
applications, which represents a compilation and condensation of scattered ideas in the teeming area 
of applications in agriculture based on machine vision systems. The way is open for the incorporation 
of new incoming technologies, particularly 3D systems such as the ones based on Time of Flight (ToF) 
technologies. 
A case study is provided as a result of research in the RHEA project (funded by the European 
Union) for effective weed control in maize fields (wide-rows crops) where many of the technical 
issues described in the paper have been applied with successful results. 
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6. Conclusions
Machine vision is a relevant system in agricultural vehicles (autonomous and non-autonomous)
for different tasks, including UAVs. An appropriate choice of such systems is an additional guarantee
the successful performance of tasks in outdoor environments. In this regard, this paper has addressed
the following three main topics for a correct selection in agricultural environments: (a) spectral band
for identifying significant elements (plants, soil, objects); (b) imaging sensors and optical systems for
mapping the scene onto images with sufficient quality and (c) geometric system pose and arrangement
for mapping specific areas. A general overview, with detailed description and technical support, has
been provided for each topic with illustrative examples focused on specific applications in agriculture.
This represents a set of guidelines with sufficient details and descriptions, so that future engineers have
sufficient basis for designing machine vision systems in agricultural applications, which represents
a compilation and condensation of scattered ideas in the teeming area of applications in agriculture
based on machine vision systems. The way is open for the incorporation of new incoming technologies,
particularly 3D systems such as the ones based on Time of Flight (ToF) technologies.
A case study is provided as a result of research in the RHEA project (funded by the European
Union) for effective weed control in maize fields (wide-rows crops) where many of the technical issues
described in the paper have been applied with successful results.
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Appendix A. Camera System Geometry
The point W(X,Y,Z) is expressed in the 3D space with respect to the OXYZ world reference system.
The origin o of the image plane is displaced with respect O according to the vector w with coordinates
(X0,Y0,Z0). The elementary translations and rotations as described in Section 4 are expressed as follows,
including the focal length (f ), 
x
y
z
k
 = PRθRβRαG

X
Y
Z
1
 (A1)
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The composition of the elementary rotation matrices derive in a composed rotation matrix as 
follows, 
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The elementary matrices involved are defined as follows, where CX ≡ cosX and SX ≡ sinX.
G =
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1 0 0 X0
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The composition of the elementary rotation matrices derive in a composed rotation matrix
as follows,
RG =

CθCβ CθSαSβ+ CαSθ −CαSβCθ + SθSα −X0CθCβ−Y0 (CθSαSβ− CαSθ)− Z0 (−CαSβCθ + SθSα)
−SθCβ −SθSαSβ+ CαCθ SθCαSβ+ CθSα −X0SθCβ−Y0 (SθSαSβ− CαCθ)− Z0 (−CαSβSθ + CθSα)
Sβ −SαCβ CαCβ −X0Sβ−Y0 (−SαCβ)− Z0 (CαCβ)
0 0 0 1
 (A4)
PRG =

CθCβ CθSαSβ+ CαSθ −CαSβCθ + SθSα −X0CθCβ−Y0 (CθSαSβ− CαSθ)− Z0 (−CαSβCθ + SθSα)
−SθCβ −SθSαSβ+ CαCθ SθCαSβ+ CθSα −X0SθCβ−Y0 (SθSαSβ− CαCθ)− Z0 (−CαSβSθ + CθSα)
Sβ −SαCβ CαCβ −X0Sβ−Y0 (−SαCβ)− Z0 (CαCβ)
− 1f (Sβ) − 1f (−SαCβ) − 1f (CαCβ) − 1f (−X0Sβ−Y0 (−SαCβ)− Z0 (CαCβ)) + 1
 (A5)
Finally, the projections on the image plane are expressed as,
x = − f (X−X0)CθCβ+(Y−Y0)CθSαSβ+CαSθ+(Z−Z0)(−CαSβCθ+SθSα)
(X−X0)Sβ+(Y−Y0)(−SαCβ)+(Z−Z0)CαCβ− f
y = − f (X−X0)(−SθCβ)+(Y−Y0)(SθSαSβ+CαCθ)+(Z−Z0)(CαSβSθ+CθSα)
(X−X0)Sβ+(Y−Y0)(−SαCβ)+(Z−Z0)CαCβ− f
(A6)
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